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Abstract

Apparent competition is an indirect interaction between species that share natural resources without any mutual aggression but
negatively affect each other if there is a common enemy. The negative results of the apparent competition are reflected in the
species spatial segregation, which impacts the dynamics of their populations. Performing a series of stochastic simulations, we
study a model where organisms of two prey species do not compete for space but share a common predator. Our outcomes
elucidate the central role played by the predator in the pattern formation and coarsening dynamics in apparent competition models.
Investigating the effects of predator mortality on the persistence of the species, we find a crossover between a curvature driven
scaling regime and a coexistence scenario. For low predator mortality, spatial domains mainly inhabited by one type of prey arise,
surrounded by interfaces that mostly contain predators. We demonstrate that the dynamics of the interface network are curvature
driven whose coarsening follows a scaling law common to other nonlinear systems. The effects of the apparent competition decrease
for high predator mortality, allowing organisms of two prey species to share a more significant fraction of lattice. Finally, our results
reveal that predation capacity in single-prey domains influences the scaling power law that characterises the coarsening dynamics.
Our findings may be helpful to biologists to understand the pattern formation and dynamics of biodiversity in systems with apparent
competition.
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1. Introduction

There is plenty of evidence that the spatial segregation of
species is crucial to the formation and stability of ecosystems
[1]. Spatial patterns result from a variety of interactions per-
formed by individuals of different species [2]. To comprehend
how space influences species coexistence, researchers have made
experimental and theoretical studies to observe the dynamics of
biological systems [3]. A remarkable experiment with bacte-
ria Escherichia coli revealed a cyclic dominance among three
strains [4, 5]. However, the authors reported that the only way
to maintain coexistence is whether the interactions are performed
locally, creating spatial domains inhabited by individuals of the
same species [6]. Similar results were observed in groups of
lizards and coral reefs [7, 8].

Local interactions have also been verified to be fundamen-
tal to stabilise competition systems without cyclic dominance.
For example, it has been reported a temporal and spatial varia-
tion of mortality of the two competing butterfly species Danaus
plexippus and D. chrysippus [9]. Spatial segregation of the
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two specialist larval parasitoids Cotesia melitaearum and Hy-
posoter horticola attacking the butterfly Melitaea cinxia were
also observed[10]. However, spatial segregation can also arise
when species do not compete directly, i.e., there is no interfer-
ence among their individuals or fight for resources [11]. This
type of negative interaction, named apparent competition, oc-
curs when species share a common threat [12, 13]. The term
apparent was introduced by Holt in 1977 to represent a neg-
ative indirect interaction between species that share a natural
enemy[14]. The effects of the apparent competition in the spa-
tial distribution of species appear in many biological systems
like interactions among plants, birds, and mammals [15, 16,
17]. One of the characteristics observed in apparent competi-
tion systems is a higher predation rate in patches with individ-
uals of both types of prey [18].

Despite the vast material of this class of species interac-
tions in literature, mathematical and numerical models to de-
scribe population dynamics in apparent competition systems
are scarce (see [19, 18, 20] for examples of analytical studies).
This work aims to understand the dynamics of spatial patterns
in systems of two prey species whose individuals can share spa-
tial areas without any aggression or competition for space, serv-
ing as prey for a common predator. To this purpose, we use
stochastic numerical simulations following an agent-based code
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Figure 1: Illustration of the predation and mobility rules in our apparent com-
petition model. Green arrows show predation interactions; blue and red lines
indicate that prey and predator does not share the same space, while the dashed
yellow line illustrates that species 1 and 2 do not compete for space.

widely used for investigating spatial interactions of biological
systems both for cyclic dominance [21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27]
and interference competition [28, 29, 30, 31]. In our model:
i) individuals of two prey species can share space without any
direct interference or competition for space; ii) individuals of
two prey species have the same chances of reproducing when
empty space is available; iii) predators have the natality rate
controlled by the local prey availability, with maximum preda-
tion capacity in patches with both types of prey; iv) predators’
mortality has natural causes not resulting from spatial interac-
tion; v) individuals’ movement is random and happens with the
same probability, irrespective of the species.

Our goal is to understand how local predator-prey interac-
tions influence population dynamics and coexistence. We in-
vestigate the species segregation and theoretically predict the
coarsening process leading the spatial patterns to undergo a
scaling regime. Considering various scenarios for predation
mortality and reproduction rate, we study the conditions for the
predator persistence in patches where individuals of both types
of species are available or consumption is limited to only one
type of prey.

The outline of this paper is as follows. In Sec. 2, we intro-
duce the model and the stochastic simulations. In Sec. 3, we
investigate the pattern formation and the dynamics of the spa-
tial densities. In Sec. 4, a theoretical prediction for the scaling
exponent of the coarsening dynamics is presented. The role
of predator mortality and predation capacity on the dynamics
of the spatial patterns are studied in Sec. 5 and Sec. 6, respec-
tively. Finally, our comments and conclusions appear in Sec. 7.

Table 1: Set of interaction probabilities used in our stochastic simulations

Interaction Probability
predator mobility m

predation p
predator mortality d

prey mobility m
prey reproduction r

2. The model

We study an apparent competition model composed of one
predator and two prey species, where individuals of different
prey species do not compete for space. This means that two
prey of different species can share the same spatial region with-
out any interference competition. In contrast, regarding the oc-
cupation of space, the relationship between a predator and a
prey of any species is anything but peaceful: besides predator-
prey interactions, a prey and a predator compete for space, thus
not living in the same spatial position. For this reason, in our
stochastic simulations, each grid site (x, y) may contain either
a single prey, a pair of prey of distinct species, or a predator -
otherwise, the grid point is an empty space. An individual prey
is denoted by i = 1 or i = 2, where i represents the species.

The local availability of prey species defines the predator’s
performance: predation capacity is maximum whether organ-
isms of both types of species are available for consumption.
Therefore, each predator faces its reality, consuming only the
organisms of prey species present in its neighbourhood. Be-
cause of this, predation capacity in areas inhabited only by in-
dividuals of prey species i is defined by the real parameter νi,
where 0 ≤ νi ≤ 1, with i = 1, 2; in patches with both types
of prey, the predation capacity is ν1,2, where 0 ≤ ν1,2 ≤ 1.
Throughout this paper, we assume that: i) predation capacity is
maximum in patches where a predator can access individuals
of both types of prey: ν1,2 = 1; ii) predator’s performance is
the same in areas where organisms of only one type of prey are
available, irrespective of the prey species: ν1 = ν2 = ν ≤ 1.

At each time step one of these spatial interactions is imple-
mented by our algorithm:

• Prey reproduction: a prey of any species produces off-
spring at the grid point (x, y), only if neither another indi-
vidual of the same species nor a predator is present there;

• Prey mobility: a lonely prey changes positions with either
another individual of the same species, a predator, or an
empty space (x, y);

• Predation: a predator consumes either a single individual
or a pair of prey of distinct species present at the spa-
tial position (x, y), generating an offspring to fill that grid
point.

• Predator mobility: a predator switches position with any
content of the spatial position (x, y).

• Predator mortality: a predator at (x, y) dies naturally, leav-
ing an empty space.

Figure 1 illustrates the stochastic predation and mobility rules.
Green arrows show that individuals of species 1 and 2 serve
as prey for the predator; solid blue and red lines indicate that
predators compete for space with species 1 and 2, respectively;
yellow dashed lines illustrate that there is no competition for
space between prey 1 and prey 2. To implement the interac-
tions, the algorithm follows the probabilities in Table 1, with
m + p + d = 1 for a predator and m + r = 1 for a prey.
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Figure 2: Spatial patterns captured from a lattice with 5002 grid points running until 5000 generations. Figures 2a 2b, 2c, 2d, and 2e show the spatial distribution
of organisms of prey species 1 (blue regions), prey species 2 (red areas) and predators (green patches) at the initial conditions and after 200, 500, 1000 and 4000
generations, respectively. White dots indicate empty space, while yellow indicates grid points shared by individuals of both types of prey. In Figs. 2f, 2g, 2h, 2i,
and 2j, black dots highlight the predators in patches with individuals of both prey species, whereas empty spaces, single-prey domains (indistinctly from the prey
type), and predators consuming only one type of prey are left uncoloured. Videos https://youtu.be/9tDxXTkdePM and https://youtu.be/bdL2150lKfY show pattern
formation and dynamics of the interface network during the whole simulation.

We run simulations in square lattices of N sites, with pe-
riodic boundary conditions, where individuals of each species
are positioned in different grid layers. We assum random initial
conditions, where each grid site takes one of the possible con-
figurations. Initially, the total numbers of individuals of every
species are the same. The simulation algorithm follows three
steps: i) selecting a random occupied grid point to be the active
position; ii) drawing one of its eight neighbour sites to be the
passive position (Moore neighbourhood); iii) randomly choos-
ing an interaction to be executed by one individual at the active
position - in case of two prey occupy the active position, the
code randomly chooses one of them to be the active individ-
ual. If the active and the passive individuals match the raffled
interaction, the implementation is realised and one timestep is
counted; otherwise, the code repeats the three steps. Our time
unit is called generation, which is the necessary time to N in-
teractions to occur.

To determine the local predation capacity, we verify the
presence of organisms of prey species 1 and 2 in the vicinity
of a predator located at (x, y). Defining a frequency neighbour-
hood as a disc of radius R centred at (x, y), we assume that
predation capacity reaches its maximum value whether there
are individuals of both types of prey within the predator’s fre-
quency neighbourhood. To quantify the population dynamics,
we compute the species densities, defined as the fraction of the
grid occupied by organisms of the species at time t. We denote
the spatial species densities as ρi, with i = 1, 2, 3, where i = 1
indicates prey species 1, i = 2 refers to prey species 2, and i = 3
represents all predators. In addition, we compute the predator
density in patches with both types of prey, denoted by ρ4.
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Figure 3: Temporal changes in the spatial species densities during the simu-
lation showed in Fig. 2. Blue, red, and green lines represent densities of prey
species 1, 2, and predator spatial densities. The black line shows the dynamics
of the densities of the predator with maximum predation capacity.

3. Results

We first ran a single simulation in a lattice with 5002 grid
points during a timespan of 5000 generations, using the set of
parameters: m = 0.1, r = 0.9, p = 0.78, d = 0.12, ν = 0.5,
and R = 4. Figure 2 shows snapshots of the spatial patterns
captured from the simulation: Figs. 2a, 2b, 2c, and 2d show
the initial conditions and spatial configurations after 200, 500,
1000, and 4000 generations. The colours follow the scheme in
Fig. 1, where blue and red dots represent spatial positions occu-
pied by only one individual of prey species 1 or prey species 2,
respectively; yellow dots show the grid sites shared by a pair of
individuals of each type of prey. Green dots represent the preda-
tors, whereas a white dot shows an empty space. The dynam-
ics of the spatial configuration during the entire simulation is
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shown in https://youtu.be/9tDxXTkdePM; the temporal change
in the species densities are depicted in Fig 3.

At the very beginning of the simulation, the distribution of
predators and individuals of both types of prey species is glob-
ally homogeneous (Fig. 2a). This promotes a high predation
rate everywhere, resulting in fast growth in the predator’s pop-
ulation, as shown in Fig. 3. After that, departed regions oc-
cupied by organisms of one type of prey species arise, as de-
picted in Fig. 2b by blue (prey species 1) and red (prey species
2) dots - we refer to the areas as single-prey domains. Due
to the topological features of the two-dimensional space, or-
ganisms of both types of prey are present on the boundaries of
the single-prey domains. Because predators on the borders of
single-prey domains consume organisms of both prey species,
their chance of preying is higher than other predators within
single-prey areas; thus, their predation capacity is maximum.
This is responsible for the interfaces with high predator den-
sity on the boundaries of the single-prey species, as shown by
the orange dots in Fig. 2b. Moreover, whenever a predator in
the interface dies, an empty space is created, allowing prey to
reproduce. In summary, a cyclic process ensures the stability
of the interfaces: i) predators consume both types of prey and
reproduce; ii) predators die, creating empty spaces; iii) new in-
dividuals of both types of prey fill the empty spaces. As time
passes, the coarsening of the interface network causes the col-
lapse of single-prey domains, as depicted in Fig. 2c and Fig. 2d.
The dominance of prey species 2 in Fig. 2e results from the
specific initial conditions in Fig. 2a. Running realisations start-
ing from different random initial conditions, we found that both
prey species are equally likely to survive at the end of the sim-
ulations because the interaction probabilities are the same.

4. Scaling regime

In the previous section, we found that single-prey domains
surrounded by interfaces composed mainly of predators are formed
from random initial conditions. Figures 2f, 2g, 2h, 2i, and 2j
highlight the interface network in Figs. 2a, 2b, 2c, 2d, and
2e, respectively. Video https://youtu.be/bdL2150lKfY depicts
the dynamics of the interface network. The black dots depict
predators consuming organisms of both types of prey; empty
spaces, single-prey domains, two-prey areas, and grid sites with
predators feeding only on one type of prey were left uncoloured
(white regions). The emerging interface network is similar to
those studied previously in scenarios with interference compe-
tition of two species, where interfaces are composed of empty
sites [28, 29]. In our model, however, species segregation is not
caused by direct competition but by the existence of a common
predator. This means that the extinction of prey species 2 oc-
curs due to a coarsening process: some territories occupied by
a single prey species grow, causing the collapse of other single-
prey domains.

To understand the dynamics of the spatial patterns, we study
how the interface network changes in time. First, suppose an in-
terface with curvature radius rκ and thickness ε � rκ, separat-
ing two distinct single-prey domains - for example, prey species
1 outside de interface and prey species 2 in the inner region. As

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4: Snapshots captured from a simulation in a 3002 lattice with fixed
boundary conditions, running until 400 generations. The colours follow the
same scheme of Fig. 1. Figures 4a, 4b, 4c, 4d depict the initial con-
ditions and configurations after 76, 118, and 173 generations. The video
https://youtu.be/bdL2150lKfY shows the dynamics of the spatial configuration
during the entire simulation.

predation interactions occur if the prey is present in the imme-
diate predator’s neighbourhood, the number of prey a predator
can catch from outside the interface is proportional to rκ + ε/2
(the outer interface length). In contrast, the number of prey
from the single-prey domain inside the border is proportional
to rκ − ε/2 (the inner interface length). Because of this, the
difference between the average number of prey consumed per
unit time from outside and inside the interface is proportional
to ε: the time necessary to consume the organisms of prey 2
(inside the interface) is smaller than all individuals organisms
of prey 1 (outside the interval). Thus, as time passes, predation
of prey outside and inside the border provokes the reduction of
the interface curvature radius.

The time necessary for the circular single-prey domain ra-
dius to be reduced by ∆rκ � rκ is proportional to the interface
length, i.e., proportional to rκ. This means that the dynamics
of the spatial pattern network is curvature-driven, leading to
collapses of single prey spatial domains with a velocity pro-
portional to its curvature, which is typical of non-relativistic
interfaces in condensed matter [32, 33].

Now, let us define the network characteristic length at time
t as

L(t) =

√
A

ND(t)
=

√
N

ND(t)
(1)

where A is the total grid area, that is equal to the total number
of grid points N ; ND(t) is the number of single-prey domains
in the time t. As demonstrated in Ref. [28] for curvature driven
interface networks without junctions, the number of single-prey
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Figure 5: Spatial patterns for various predator mortality probabilities. Figures 5a, 5b, 5c, 5d and 5e show snapshots taken from simulations in a grid with 3002

sites, after 500 generations, for d = 0.17, d = 0.16, d = 0.15, d = 0.14, and d = 0.13, respectively.

spatial domains, ND, decreases in time according to

ND(t) =
C
t

(2)

where C is a positive constant. As a consequence, the charac-
teristic length increases with time according to scaling law

L ∝ t1/2. (3)

Eq. 3 describes the dynamics of the interface networks in our
apparent competition model, as observed in Figs. 2f to 2j.

Now, we aim to write Eq. 3 is terms of the total number of
predators forming interfaces between single-prey domains. We
define the total number of predators with maximum predation
capacity as IP (predators forming interfaces between single-
prey domains); thus, IP = ε LT where LT is total interface
length and ε the interface thickness. Given that the interface
thickness is defined by the mobility probability [34], once the
model parameters are defined, the interface thickness is con-
stant in time and space, leading to

IP ∝ Lt. (4)

The number of single-prey domains is given by

ND =
LT

PD
, (5)

where PD is the average domain perimeter. Given that the net-
work characteristic length L is defined by the average domain
radius, one has

PD ∝ L, (6)

which allows Eq. 7 to be written as

ND ∝
LT

L
. (7)

Finally, using ND ∝ L−2 (Eq. 1), we combine Eqs. 4 to 7,
to find that

IP ∝ L−1. (8)

Substituting Eq. 3 in Eq. 8, we write the scaling power law that
that characterises the dynamics of the interface networks in our
apparent competition model as

IP ∝ t−1/2. (9)

To verify the analytical prediction to the scaling law given
by Eq. 9, we performed a set of 100 simulations in lattices with
3002 sites, with a timespan of 1000 generations. Each simula-
tion started from different random initial conditions and ran for
the same set of parameters of the realisation shown Fig. 2. We
calculated how IP decreases with time considering the function
IP ∝ t−λ, where λ is the scaling exponent. Our outcomes show
that λ = 0.492338±0.0002813, which is very close to the theo-
retical prediction in Eq. 9, confirming that the dynamics of the
interface network attains the expected scaling regime.

5. The role of predator mortality

To understand the role of predator mortality on the pattern
formation and coarsening dynamics of the spatial patterns in
our apparent competition model, we first run a single simulation
with the prepared initial conditions depicted in Fig. 4a. Differ-
ent prey species are put on opposite grid sides in this initial
configuration. In contrast, predators are randomly distributed
within the single-prey domain or placed in the central vertical
interface. As we are interested in observing the dynamics of
the central vertical interface, we relaxed the periodic boundary
conditions in this cases; thus, we assumed a lattice with fixed
edges. The parameters are the same as in the previous simula-
tions except for d = 0.14 - consequently, p = 0.76.

The outcomes reveal that although the passage of prey to the
opposite domain is rare, a prey finds plenty of room to repro-
duce when it occurs. For example, whenever an individual of
prey species 2 reaches the territory with prey species 1, it repro-
duces because the prey species do not compete for space. This
process leads to the formation of waves of two-prey regions,
predators with maximum predation capacity, and empty spaces
resulting from predator death, as depicted in Fig. 4b. The waves
propagate into the single-prey domains until the stochasticity of
predation-prey interactions leads to the consumption of all in-
dividuals of one type of prey. In this situation, predators can
no longer prey at the maximum rate; consequently, part of the
predators die, leaving a spatial concentration of empty space
filled by the remaining prey. According to Figs. 4c and 4d, two
scenarios are possible: i) if the remaining prey belongs to the
same prey species which dominates the spatial domain where
the waves were travelling, the waves disappear without a trace;
ii) otherwise, a new spatial domain emerges, surrounded by a
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Figure 6: Temporal variation of total number of predators with maximum pre-
dation capacity for various predator mortality probabilities. The results were
obtained from simulations running in lattices with 3002 sites.
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Figure 7: Scaling exponent in terms of the predator mortality. The purple,
grey, red and orange lines show how the dynamics of the spatial patterns of the
changes with d, for the frequency radius R = 3, R = 4, and R = 5, respectively.

closed interface; the new domain further collapses due to inter-
face curvature.

Compared with the simulation shown in Fig. 2, the predator
density is lower because:

1. The higher predator mortality yields the appearance of a
larger number of empty spaces per time unit, allowing
a higher reproduction rate of both types of prey in the
interface.

2. The lower predation probability results in fewer organ-
isms of both prey species devoured, and consequently,
fewer births of new predators per unit time, promoting
the increase of prey densities in the interface.

Both 1 and 2 results in a higher prey density in the interface.
This process let a small number of organisms cross the inter-
face, creating waves that can impact the coarsening process ob-
served in the previous section. To quantify how the presence
of the waves alters the dynamics of the spatial patterns demon-
strated in Sec. 4, we performed simulations for various values
of d and p starting from random initial conditions. We maintain
the interface thickness unaltered in all simulations by assuming
the same mobility probability m = 0.1 for all organisms of ev-
ery species; for predators, d and p vary obeying the constrain-
ing d + p = 0.9 (for reasons of simplification, our numerical
analysis will focus on the parameter d). All simulations were
performed in lattices with 3002 sites, starting from the same
random initial conditions. Snapshots showing the final spatial
configuration are depicted in Fig. 5.

Let us first observe the spatial configuration depicted in
Figs. 5a, for d = 0.17. In this case, a higher concentration
of empty spaces in the grid and a lower predator density stimu-
late the arising of irregular two-prey domains everywhere (yel-

Table 2: Scaling exponent crossover parameters

R α γ

3 95.032 ± 6.103 0.143536 ± 0.0003827
4 104.09 ± 4.255 0.14541 ± 0.0002227
5 103.385 ± 6.746 0.14623 ± 0.0003578

low areas). As d decreases, regions inhabited by two types of
prey are less common because of the presence of more preda-
tors throughout the lattice, as depicted in Figs. 5b and 5c, for
d = 0.16 and d = 0.14, respectively. Two-prey areas are quickly
eliminated in the lower predator mortality simulations because
of the high concentration of predators with maximum predation
capacity. This results in departed single-prey domains depicted
in Figs. 5d, for d = 0.14, where blue and red regions show
the areas inhabited mainly by prey 1 and 2, respectively. How-
ever, there is a slight chance of a prey managing to reach the
opposite domain, creating the waves observed in Fig. 4. The
frequency of the arising of the waves is reduced for d = 0.13,
as depicted in Fig. 5e, where the formation of two-prey regions
(small yellow areas) roughens the interface without propagat-
ing on the single-prey domains. In this case, whenever a prey
moves towards the interface, the probability of being killed is
high, limiting individuals of different prey species to live in sep-
arate domains.

Therefore, the lower the predator mortality is, the less the
dynamics of the spatial patterns are affected by the noise in-
troduced by waves spreading through the single-prey species
observed in Fig. 4. This is similar to the thermal fluctuations
that decelerate the two-dimensional coarsening of in nonequi-
librium spin models [35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40]. It has been shown
that the thermal fluctuations are responsible for the roughening
of the interface (opposing to the curvature-driven growth), and
the arising of thermal equilibrium domains that are not related
to the coarsening mechanism.

Here, the fluctuations are controlled by predator mortality.
Thus, to investigate how d impacts the dynamics of the total
number of predators with maximum predation capacity, we ran
sets of 100 simulations in lattices with 3002 sites, running until
1000 generations, for several values of d in the interval 0.12 ≤
d ≤ 0.17. Figure 6 shows the time dependence of IP for various
predator mortality, for R = 3. Observing the lines depicting the
temporal change of IP for d = 0.12 (dark blue), d = 0.125 (dark
green), d = 0.13 (light green), d = 0.135 (light blue), d = 0.14
(gold), d = 0.145 (light pink), d = 0.15 (dark pink), d = 0.155
(ruby), d = 0.16 (purple), d = 0.165 (orange), and d = 0.17
(yellow), one concludes that the dynamics of spatial patterns
is strongly dependent on the predator mortality. For high d,
the dynamics is not curvature-driven; thus, the definition of the
characteristic length discussed in the previous section is valid
only for values near to d = 0.12.

To quantify the changes in the coarsening dynamics, we
studied how the total number of predators with maximum pre-
dation capacity changes with time for several values of d in the
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Figure 8: Predator and prey densities in single-prey domains (Fig. 8a) and
scaling exponent (Fig. 8b) in terms of the predation capacity in single-prey do-
mains. The grey, orange, and blue lines depict the results for predator mortality
d = 0.10, d = 0.12, and d = 0.15, respectively. The error bars show the stan-
dard deviation of the results averaged from 100 simulations. The vertical lines
indicate the minimum predation capacity for predators to persist in single-prey
areas.

interval 0.12 ≤ d ≤ 0.17. For this purpose, we consider that

IP ∝ t−λ(d), (10)

where λ(d) is a function of the predator mortality. We have not
considered the first 50 generations to calculate the scaling ex-
ponent to avoid the transient interface network formation fluc-
tuations observed in Fig.6. Moreover, as the definition of the
predation capacity depends on the frequency radius R, we re-
peated the simulations for R = 3, 4, 5.

Figure 7 shows the average value of the scaling exponent λ
computed from 100 realisations running until 1000 generations
in lattices with 3002 grid points. The purple, grey, and orange
lines depict λ as function of d for R = 3, R = 4, and R = 5,
respectively. The error bars show the standard deviations. The
outcomes show that for d ≈ 0.12, the coarsening dynamics at-
tains the regime scaling predicted in Eq. 9 since the impact
of the fluctuations is reduced for low predator mortality. On
the contrary, for d ≈ 0.17, the average total number of preda-
tors with maximum predation capacity remains approximately
constant with time. This happens because growing single-prey
species domains are not formed, promoting coexistence among
predator, prey 1 and prey 2, as we observed in Fig. 5a.

Our outcomes show a crossover between two limit scenar-
ios: curvature driven network coarsening (λ ≈ 0.5) and the co-
existence regime (λ ≈ 0.0). We then described the crossover
employing the function

λ = 0.25 (1 − tanh
[
α (d − γ)

]
, (11)

to find the best fit of the results presented in Fig. 7. The param-
eters α and γ, which are functions of R, appear in Table 2. Our

numerical results also demonstrate that the coarsening of the in-
terface network does not depend significantly on the frequency
radius R.

6. The influence of the predation capacity

The spatial predator-prey interactions determine the popu-
lation dynamics within the single-species spatial domains. Now
we explore how predation capacity controls predator and prey
local densities in regions far from the interfaces. To perform
this investigation, we run two groups of simulations:

• We simulated a scenario where only organisms of one
type of prey and predators are present in the grid - since
both types of prey provide the same predation capacity,
we chose prey 1 in this numerical experiment. Initially,
individuals were distributed randomly in the lattice, each
species occupying one-third of the grid (one-third of the
grid was left empty). The goal was to find the minimum
predation capacity, ν∗, that allows to predator to survive
in patches far from the boundaries of the single-prey do-
mains. Also, we aim to calculate the predator and prey
populations in terms of ν.

• To generalise the results presented in the previous sec-
tions, where predation capacity within single-prey spa-
tial domains was reduced to half the value inside two-
prey areas, we run the one-predator two-prey simulations
for ν∗ ≤ ν ≤ 1. We quantified the effects of the lo-
cal predator-prey dynamics within single-prey domains
by calculating the dependence of the scaling power law
on ν, for various d.

We ran groups of 100 simulations in grids with 3002 sites,
with a timespan of 1000 generations for 0 ≤ ν ≤ 1. We re-
peated the simulations for d = 0.085, d = 0.10, and d = 0.12,
with m = 0.1 and R = 4. The results are shown in Fig. 8,
where the purple, grey and orange lines depict the results for
d = 0.10, d = 0.12, and d = 0.15, respectively. Accord-
ing to the outcomes in Fig. 8a, the minimum predation capacity
ν∗ necessary for a predator to survive in single-prey domains
depends on d. The dashed and solid lines show how prey and
predator densities, ρ1 and ρ3, change in terms of ν: as predation
capacity grows, local predator density nonlinearly increases in
single-prey spatial domains.

We then investigated the role of the predation capacity in
our apparent competition model by calculating a generalised
scaling exponent in the interval ν∗ ≤ ν ≤ 1, for d = 0.0875,
d = 0.10, and d = 0.12. The results depicted in Fig. 8b reveal
that the scaling exponent reaches the maximum value for the
minimum predation capacity that allows the persistence of the
predator in case of only one type of prey exists. Overall, the
findings indicate that for ν∗, the interface network approaches
the scaling regime theoretically predicted in Sec. 3. As ν∗ rep-
resents the scenario where predators have less chance to repro-
duce within single-prey areas, waves are less likely to propagate
throughout single-prey domains. Therefore, for ν∗ the effects
of the noise in the interface network is minimum, resulting in
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a scaling power law that approaches the theoretical prediction
λ = 1/2.

7. Conclusions

We study the formation and dynamics of spatial patterns
in apparent competition spatial models. We focus on the case
of two species living without any interference competition but
sharing a common predator. We performed a series of stochas-
tic numerical simulations considering that predation capacity
is higher in spatial regions where both types of prey are con-
sumed.

Our results show that areas inhabited mainly by only one
kind of prey arise, with predators concentrated on the borders
of these single-prey domains. The interfaces separating single-
prey domains are mainly formed by predators consuming both
types of prey. We demonstrated that the dynamics of the in-
terface network is curvature-driven, predicting that the scaling
regime for the coarsening dynamics leads to power-law func-
tion: IP ∝ t−1/2, where IP is the total number of predators con-
suming individuals of both types of prey. Studying a case where
organisms of different types of prey are limited to living in de-
parted patches, we confirmed that the interface network attains
a scaling regime with the exponent scaling very close to the the-
oretical prediction. This outcome shows that the spatial pattern
network in our apparent competition model changes in time ac-
cording to the same standard scaling law found in other areas
of nonlinear science.

Our findings also revealed that pattern formation is strongly
affected by predator density. Fixing the mobility probability
m in our stochastic simulations, we explored the effects of the
predator density by varying the predator mortality d and the pre-
dation probability, keeping the constraining p + d = 1 − m. We
found that the higher the predator mortality (the lower the pre-
dation probability) is, the less probable the formation of grow-
ing departed single-prey domains. In this case, the system to
depart the theoretical scaling regime IP ∝ t−1/2 to a coexistence
regime defined by IP ∝ t0. Running many simulations for a
wide range of predator mortality, we analytically described the
crossover between the asymptotic regimes.

Finally, we investigated the role of the predation capacity in
the local population dynamics within the single-prey dynamics.
Our findings show that a minimum predation capacity is nec-
essary to guarantee survival for given predator mortality. We
verified that the persistence of predators in regions far from
the borders of the single-prey domains is crucial to the scaling
regime attained by the interface network: ii) if predation capac-
ity is the minimum necessary to ensure predator persistence,
distinct prey species are limited to live within the single-prey
domains; this prevents the formation of waves, resulting in a
scaling regime whose exponent agrees with the theoretical pre-
diction; ii) if predation capacity is higher than the minimum
necessary to ensure coexistence within single prey domains,
predator population grows; the lower prey concentration in the
single-prey domains brings reduction on the predator-prey ac-
tivity, and a consequent reduction in the exponent scaling that
describe the coarsening dynamics.

Foraging species are observed in many biological systems,
where directional movement is motivated by the search for patches
with high prey density [41, 42]. Our investigation can be gener-
alised to include a prey-taxis movement, where a predator can
scan their environment to choose the best direction to move,
instead of walking randomly on the grid [43, 44]. In this case,
predators efficiently arrive at areas with both types of prey; thus,
the effect of the apparent competition on the pattern forma-
tion is reinforced. Moreover, once the single-prey regions are
formed, prey-taxis movement increases predator concentration
in the interfaces, where predation capacity is maximum. This
may reduce the chances of prey crossing the interface to the
opposite domain; thus, reducing the fluctuations that decelerate
the coarsening dynamics.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time the dy-
namics of interface networks is quantified in apparent competi-
tion models. Our results may be generalised to investigate other
topological patterns well known in systems with direct compe-
tition, for example, interface with junctions or string networks
[22, 28, 29, 30, 31, 34, 45, 46]. The main difference is that,
in our model, the topological interface networks are formed
mostly by predators instead of empty spaces. For example,
in systems where three or four prey species share a common
predator, departed single-prey domains appear. If predation ca-
pacity is the same in single-prey territories, irrespective of the
prey species, the interfaces meet in Y-type junctions ([22]). The
results may be helpful for biologists to understand the mecha-
nisms that control the dynamics of spatial patterns in systems
with the apparent competition.

We thank Arne Janssen for enlightening discussions. We
acknowledge ECT, Fapern/CNPq, IBED, and IIN-ELS for fi-
nancial and technical support.
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